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USD/JPY Rate Forecast

JPY has turned to decline against USD
 Unwinding of JPY long position accelerated further on the back of sharp US long-term interest rate rise and
widening of Japan and US long-term interest rate spread after Mr. Donald Trump was elected as US President.
 Currency market conditions seems to favor weaker JPY against USD as short-term real interest rate (negative
interest rate) differentials (US-Japan) is expected to continue narrowing.
 As market has started to discount US economic recovery expected to be promoted by US President-elect
Donald Trump and favorable US long-term interest rate hike, weak JPY is expected to stay for the time being.
However, we need to keep our eyes on (i) US President-elect Donald Trump’s statements and (ii)
materialization of fiscal spending and international trade policy.
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Accelerating correction of JPY appreciation
Market is trying to find the appropriate level of long-term interest rate
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USD/JPY Rate: Unwinding of
JPY Long Position Accelerated
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 JPY weakened against USD since Mr. Trump was
th
elected as 45 US President and USD/JPY rate
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entered into 107 yen level as of 10 a.m. 14th
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November 2016 (Japan time).
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climbed up to 1.8% level by the end of October
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on rising expectation towards December US
interest rate hike supported by economic data
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level for the first time in about 6 months. It
seems that adjustment of low interest rate
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progressed as expectation rose on fiscal
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expansion and tax cut which US President-elect
Donald Trump advocated as his economic policy.
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Market is likely to try to find appropriate level of
long-term interest rate for the time being.
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head towards widening trend.
あり、将来予告なく変更されることがあります。■当資料に市場環境等についてのデータ・分析等が含まれる場合、それらは過去の実績及び将来の予想で
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Focus is on December US Monetary Policy
Real interest rate (negative) differential is likely to narrow

 Market is focusing on December US monetary
policy for a short while. FRB is likely to raise
interest rates at December FOMC. US interest
rate hike from next year is expected to be around
2 times based on deliberate decisions.
Meanwhile, differential of real interest rate
sinking in the negative territory will continue to
narrow, as no significant change of BOJ’s
monetary policy is expected. We can say that
such environment will lead USD to strengthen
against JPY.

Future Outlook

Expectation over
weak JPY
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(Note 1) Data period: Japan/US real interest rate differential is from
January 2000 to October 2016. USD/JPY rate is from January
2000 to November 2016. November 2016 is as of 11th
November 2016.
(Note 2) Real interest rate differential is calculated by subtracting
Year-on- year growth rate of Consumer Price Index excluding
Food and Energy (US Core, Japanese Core Core) from interest
rate differential.
(Source) SMAM, based on US Department of Labor, US Statistics Bureau
and IMF data.

 As the market has started to discount US
economic recovery expected to be promoted by
US President-elect Donald Trump and favorable
US long-term interest rate hike, JPY appreciation
is expected to continue for the time being.
However, we need to keep our eyes on US
President-elect Donald Trump’s policies and
statements. He already announced “100-day Plan
(hereafter Plan)”. His actual course of fiscal
Improvement of Twin Deficits
spending and international trade policy will be
Underpin USD/JPY Rate
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key factors to cause fluctuations of USD/JPY rate.
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 If fiscal deficit increases significantly, it might
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possibly lead USD to depreciate against JPY as so
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deficit) of US which had been improving, may
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start to deteriorate. Although the next
government is expected to totally change its
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fiscal policy to expansion from reduction, if the
size of fiscal spending becomes realistic after
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consultation with the congress, we may not need
to be overly concerned on JPY appreciation.
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withdrawal from Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP).
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2016.
If this protectionist policy is implemented in line
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with “Plan”, it may trigger risk-off and possibly
October 2016, USD/JPY rate is as of 11th November 2016.
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